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Introduction:  The Ries crater (Ø = 25 km) is the 

best preserved and best studied mid-sized complex ter-
restrial impact crater formed in a target with ~ 700 m 
of Mesozoic sedimentary rocks on top of crystalline 
rocks. The 14.35 m.y. old [1] crater displays an up-
lifted inner ring and a two-layer ejecta blanket with a 
discontinuous layer of suevite on top of a continuous 
polymict megabreccia (“Bunte breccia”) [2]. 

Five decades of Ries research:  Modern research 
prompted by the discovery of coesite in 1960 [3] has 
been continuous, intensive, interdisciplinary, and inter-
national within 5 decades. It has been repeatedly 
stimulated by progress in the exploration of terrestrial 
planets, but it also fostered related studies of other 
cratered landscapes and impact-metamorphosed rocks. 

Major messages from Ries research:  Studies of 
the Ries crater and its rocks have been fundamental for 
many outstanding issues of planetary impact cratering 
research. The most conspicuous issues are: (a) Proper-
ties, geological setting, stratigraphy, and classification 
of allochthonous and autochthonous impact formations 
including distal ejecta (tektites) [4,5,6,7]. (b) Re-
cognition and systematics of progressive shock 
metamorphism of rocks [8,9] including the identifi-
cation and geologic setting of metastable high pressure 
minerals [e.g., 10,11,12]. (c) Discovery and inter-
pretation of impact-induced geophysical anomalies 
[4,5,6]. (d) Ground-truth for the model of secondary 
mass wasting on planetary surfaces induced by the 
ejecta deposition [13]. (e) Ground-truth for post-
impact hydrothermal activities in “hot” impact 
formations such as suevite with applications to Mars 
(14,15). (f) Recognition and genesis of different types 
of suevite [6,16] and most recent attempts for a new 
genesis of suevite by “quasi-phreatomagmatic” 
explosions based on the concept of “fuel-coolant”-
interaction [17]. (g) Modern quantitative structural 
geology of impact craters [18]. 

Currrent systematics of planetary impactites:  
Ries crater studies have been instrumental for the 
development of a comprehensive classification and 
nomenclature of (1) impact-induced rock types 
(impactites), and (2) progressive shock metamorphism 
of rocks including meteorites [19,20,21,22]. Earlier 
classification attempts were taken up by the IUGS 
Subcommisssion on the Systematics of Metamorphic 
Rocks [9,23]. The IUGS proposal applicable to all 
terrestrial planetary bodies, involves: (1) Impactites 

from single impacts, and (2) impactites from multiple 
impacts. Type 1 is subdivided into “proximal” and 
“distal”. Proximal impactites are: (1) Shocked rocks, 
(2) impact melt rocks, and (3) impact breccias. Impact 
breccias are subdivided into (3.1) monomict breccias, 
(3.2.) lithic breccias (without cogenetic melt particles), 
and (3.3.) suevite (with cogenetic melt particles) with 
3.2 and 3.3 being polymict breccias. 

Conclusion: For future sampling activities of 
astronauts or robots on planetary bodies it appears 
mandatory to educate them on macroscopic properties 
of terrestrial impactites and their parental craters.  
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